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ON  KNESER'S  ADDITION  THEOREM  IN  GROUPS

GEORGE  T.   DIDERRICH

Abstract.   The following theorem is proved.

Theorem A. Let G be a group written additively with finite non-

empty subsets A, B. Assume that B is commutative, i.e. b1 + b.1 =

bi+bi, for ¿>1% b.,e B. Then there exists an Abelian subgroup H of

G such that A+B+H=A+H+B=A+B and \A+B\>\A + H\ +

\B+H\-\H\.
This is Kneser's theorem, if G is Abelian. Also, as an application

of the above theorem, the following is proved.

Theorem B. Let G be a finite group of order v (v>l) and let

ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar be a sequence (repeats are allowed) of nonzero elements

oj'G. The set S of sums a¿1 + - ■ '+#,, where lá&<- ' "0<=» oíd

l^t^v must contain a nontrivial subgroup H of G.

Finally, the Kemperman (/-transform, a transform similar to the

Dyson e-transform, is introduced and evidence is given to support

the conjecture that Theorem A remains true, if the commutativity of

B is dropped.

1. Introduction. Let G be an arbitrary group written additively, and

let A, B, and C be finite nonempty subsets of G. A+B, the Schnirelmann

sum of A and B, denotes the set of sums of the form a + b where ae A

and b e B. A set B in G is said to be commutative, if b2+bx=bx+b2 for

bx, b2eB. Also, \A\ denotes the cardinal number of elements in A.

Finally, for a set B the notation (B) denotes the group generated by B.

We follow the notation and terminology in Mann [3] and Kemperman

[1] and [2].

In §2 we prove that Kneser's theorem (cf. Theorem 1.5 in [3]) holds in

an arbitrary group provided that one of the component sets is commuta-

tive. We prove

Theorem 1. Let G be an arbitrary group and let A, B denote finite

nonempty subsets of G. Assume that B is commutative. Then there exists

an Abelian subgroup H of G such that

(1) A+B+H = A + H + B = A+B;

(2) \A +B\ ^ \A + H\ + \B+ H\ - \H\.
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Theorem 1 is Kneser's theorem, if G is Abelian. In §3 we give an

application of Theorem 1, and in §4 we discuss the conjecture that Theorem

1 is true, if the commutativity of £ is omitted.

We now introduce the Dyson e-transform (cf. pp. 5-6 in [3]) and show

that its main properties hold, if £ is commutative.

Definition 1.1. Let G be a group with finite nonempty subsets A

and B. Assume that B is commutative and 0 e B. Fix e e A and define the

sets

(3) A' = A U (e + B),

(4) £' = £ O (-e + A).

We call A', B' the Dyson e-transform of A, B respectively.

Lemma 1.2.    Let A', £' be the Dyson e-transform of A, B. Then

(a) /I'2/4 andB'çB,
(b) A' + B'cA+B,

(c) \A'\ + \B'\ = \A\ + \B\.

Proof. Part (a) of the lemma clearly holds. For (c), it suffices to

prove that x e A'\A iff — e+xeB\B'. If xeA'\A, then for some b e B,

we have x—e+b; hence —e+x=b and b$B', otherwise for some

a e A we would have — e+x=— e+a, thus x = a, a contradiction. So,

xeA'\A implies that — e+x e £\£'. Conversely, if — e+x e £\£', then

for some b e B we have —e+x = b, so x=e+b and x $ A, otherwise for

some a e A we would have x = a=e+b, hence — e + xeB', a contra-

diction. Thus we have proved x e A'\A iff — e+x e B\B', so |/1'\/4| =

|ß\£'| which proves (c).

For (b), if x e A, then x+B' cA+B. So we may assume that x e A'\A,

hence x=e+b for some b e B. Now x+B' = e+b + B', but b and £'

commute because £'ç£, so x+B' = (e+B') + b. However, B'ç—e+A,

so e+B'^A. Consequently, x + B=(e+B')+bçA + b^A+B which

proves (b). This completes the proof of the lemma.

Since the Dyson e-transform holds, if £ is commutative, we proceed

in a straightforward way (with some minor modifications) following

Mann's proof (cf. pp. 6-9 in [3]). Further, we introduce some additional

notation. For a set A in G, Ä denotes the complement of A in G, i.e.

Ä=G\A ; and for a subgroup H of G, N(H) denotes the normalizer of H

in G, i.e. N(H) = {x e G\x+H=H+x).

2. The lemmas and proof of Theorem 1. Lemmas 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2 below

are analogous to Lemmas 1.5.1, 1.5.2, and 1.5.3 respectively in Mann [3].

The main point is that the properties of the Dyson e-transform hold, if

B is commutative. Hence, by repeatedly applying the e-transform, we
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can "essentially" reduce the problem to the case when A+B=A. The

choice of H—(B) then clearly satisfies (1) and (2) in the theorem.

Lemma 2.0.    Let G be a group with subgroups Hx and H2, and let C, and

C2 be finite nonempty subsets of G such that

"(a) CX + HX = CX,

(b) C2+//2=C2,

(c) N(HX)^H2 and N(H2)^HX, and

(d) neither CXC\C2 nor C2C\CX is empty.

Then either

0) \cx n cy £ |fli| - \HX n H2\   or    .

(2) \C\ n Cd fe \Ht\ - \HX n //2|.

Proof. We first observe that Hx + H2 is a group with finite normal

subgroups //,, //2 and HX + H2 = H2 + HX. This follows from (c) in the

lemma. Put hx = \Hx\ and h2 = \H2\. Let H* = HX + H2 and H=HxnH2

and put « = |//|. Since H*IH2^HX¡H and H*¡HX^H2¡H, we have

m2h=hx and mxh=h2 where m2 = \H*¡H2\ and mx = \H*¡Hx\. The relations

(1) and (2) become

(3) IQOQI ^/z,-/z = /z(«z2- 1);

(4) |C2 n d| ^ /z2 - /z = ft(ro, - 1).

Without loss of generality we may assume that m2^.mx. Let e e C2C\CX

and form the //*-coset R = e + H*. R is a union of z«, disjoint //rcosets

as well as a union of m2 //2-cosets. Conditions (a) and (b) in the lemma

imply that C, is a union of //,-cosets and C2 is a union of //2-cosets.

Assume that CjH/î consists of vx disjoint //,-cosets and C2r>R consists

of v2 disjoint //2-cosets. Then Cxr\R consists of mx — vx disjoint //,-cosets

and C2CiR consists of m2—v2 disjoint //2-cosets. However, one readily

verifies using (c) in the lemma that the intersection of an //i-coset and an

//2-coset in R is exactly an //-coset. Thus (CxdR)ri(C2r¡R) is a union of

(mx — vx)v2 disjoint //-cosets and (C2r\R)n(Cxr^R) is a union of (m2 — v2)vx

disjoint //-cosets. This yields

(5) Id nC2 r\R\ = (mx -vx)v2h;

(6) \C2r\CxnR\ = (m2 - v2)vxh > 0.

The inequality in (6) is justified by choice of e.
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From (3), (4), (5), and (6) it suffices to prove either

(7) (nix — Vx)v2 _ wg — 1    or

(8) (m2 — v2)vx ̂ m,- 1.

From (6) we have i>1=l and w2 = i'2+l.

Now we must have v2^.l, for if t>2=0 then (8) holds because matrix.

Also, we must have Wjgri'j+l, for if mx = i\ then again (8) holds. Con-

sequently from the above we have

(9) vx > 1,    i>2 _ 1,    Wi _ i>! + 1,    and   m2 = v2 + 1.

If we deny (7) and (8) and add, we get using (9)

2vjV2 — 2 > mxv2 + m2Vx — mt — m2 = mx(v2 — 1) + m2(vx — 1)

= (i'i + l)(f8 - 0 + 0>2 + 0(»i - O = 2i>,t>2 - 2,

which is a contradiction. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 2.1. £e/ G be a group with finite nonempty subsets A and B

Assume that B is commutative. Let c0 be a fixed element of A+B where

c0 = a0+b0, a0e A and b0 e B. Then there exist sets Ax, Blf and an Abelian

subgroup Hx of G satisfying

(a) c0 6 Ax+Bx ^A+B,

(b) Ax^A andBx^B (hence Bx is commutative),

(c) ^^ + 1^1 = ̂ 1 + 1^1,
(d) Hx+Bx=Bx + Hx and Hx is a subgroup of (£),

(e) Ax+Bx+Hx=Ax + Hx + Bx=Ax+Bx, and

(f) \Ax+Bx\^\Ax\ + \Bx\-\Hx\.

Hence from (c) and (f), \Ax+Bx\^\A\ + \B\-\Hx\.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a0=b0=c0 = 0.

For let A'=— a0+A and let B'=B—b0. Note that £' is commutative

because £ is. Suppose we are supplied by the conclusion of this lemma

(for A', £' in place of A, B respectively) sets A[, B[, and an Abelian

subgroup H[ satisfying (a) through (f). Then one easily verifies that the

choice Ax = a0+A[, Bx=B[+b0, and Hx = H[ satisfies (a) through (f).

If A+B=A, then the choice AX=A, BX=B, and Hx=(B) satisfies (a)

through (f). Hence, we may assume that A+B^A. Consequently, there

exists e e A such that e+B<$-A. Fix such an e and consider the Dyson

e-transform. From Lemma 1.2 we have

A' ■=> A and £' <= p,    \A'\ + \B'\ = \A\ + \B\,
(11)
K   ' OeA' + B' Ç A + B,    \B'\ < \B\,
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where A', B' is the Dyson e-transform of A, B. Then by induction on |i?|

we are done. This proves the lemma.

One sees that, for each c e A+B, Lemma 2.1 yields an "inner approxi-

mation" to C=A +B satisfying (1) and (2) in the theorem. The next lemma

combines both Lemma 2.0 and Lemma 2.1 to piece all of these inner

approximations together.

Lemma 2.2. Let G be a group with finite nonempty subsets A and B-

Assume that B is commutative. For each subset {cx, ■ ■ • , ck}^A+B, there

exists a set C0 and an Abelian subgroup //„ satisfying

(a) C0+H0=C0,

(b) H0+B=B+H0 and H0 is a subgroup of (B),

(c) {cx, ■ ■ ■ , ck} £ C„ £ A+B, and

(d) \C0\^\A\ + \B\-\H0\.

Proof. We use induction on k. For k=l the lemma follows from

' Lemma 2.1. For k> 1, let Cx, Hx satisfy (a) through (d) in place of C0, //„

where {cx, • • • , ck_x\ £ Cx, and similarly let C2, H2 satisfy (a) through (d)

where ck e C2. If either Cx £ C2 or C2 £ Cx we are done. Hence, we may

assume that neither CXC\C2 nor C2C\CX is empty. Since Hx and H2 are

Abelian subgroups in (B), we may apply Lemma 2.0. Thus, either

(12) Id n dl ^ \HX\ - \HX n H2\    or

(13) |d n Cx| ̂  \H,\ - \Ht n Ht\.

If (12) holds, let H0 = Hxr\H2 and C0 = C1uC2. Then C0 + H0 = C0 and

{cx, ■ ■ • , ck}^C0^A + B; furthermore C0 = C1U(C1nC!) so |C0| = ICjI+

Id^dl- But \CX\^\A\+\B\-\HX\ and from (12) we get \C0\^\A\ +
\B\ = \H0\. If (13) holds the proof is similar. This completes the proof of

the lemma.

To prove the theorem, take {cx, • ■■ , ck} = A+B in Lemma 2.2. In-

equality (2) in the theorem follows by considering A+H, B + H in place

of A, B respectively, since (A + H) + (H+B) = A + B.

3. An application of Theorem 1. Examples of commutative sets B in a

group G are subsets of the cyclic group (d) where deG and czVO. In

particular sets in the form {0, d, ■ ■ ■ , sd}, i.e. arithmetic progressions

with first term 0, are commutative sets.

As an easy application of Theorem 1, we now prove

Theorem 3. Let G be a finite group of order v (v> 1) and let ax, • ■ ■ , av

be a sequence (repeats are allowed) of nonzero elements of G. The set S

of sums a¿1 + - • •+ai where I5=z',<- • •<í(2áe and l^t^v must include

a nontrivial subgroup H of G.
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Proof.    Let 5' = {0, a^-l-\-{0,av}. Then S' = S unless 0 i S. But

0 e S by the following pyramidal argument. Write

H
•52

(1)

_

If all the s{'» are distinct then S=G, hence OeS. And, if two are equal

say Si=Sj (i<j), then ai+1 + - • -+^=0 and again OeS. Thus S' = S and

to prove the theorem we need only estimate 5" by Theorem 1, since each

{0, aj is commutative.

Put Ai = {0, aj for l_/'_^. Theorem 1 implies that for each 2^y_:y

there is a subgroup H of G such that

(2) (Ax + ■ ■ ■ + A,) + H = Ax + ■■■ + A,.

If one such subgroup H were nontrivial, then clearly S"=> H and we are

done. If all such subgroups were trivial, then by induction and Theorem 1

we have

\Ax + ■ ■ ■ + Av\ = \Ax\ + ■■■ + \AV\ - (p - 1)

= 2»-(»-!) = » + 1,

a contradiction since /41 + * • -+AvçG and this concludes the proof of

the theorem.

4. The Kemperman ¿/-transform and a conjecture. Kemperman (cf.

Theorem 5 in [1]) proved the following

Theorem 4. Let A and B be finite nonempty subsets of a semigroup G

such that k(A,B)^2 where k(A, B) = \A\ + \B\-\A+B\. Let c0=a0+b0

(a0 e A and b0 e B) be an element of A +B possessing an inverse in G. Then

G contains a finite group H such that

(1) \A+B\^\A\ + \B\-\H\,

(2) a0 + H + b0 ç A + B.

This result is proved by means of a transform similar to the Dyson

e-transform. We now proceed to define this transform and examine its

properties.

Definition 4.1.    Let A, B be finite nonempty subsets of an arbitrary

= %

=  01  +  02

= ax + ■ ■ ■ + av.
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group G.  Put  C=A+B and  X=\C\-\A\,  p = \C\-\B\.  Assume  that

OeAHB. Let D=AC\B and let k(A, B) = \A\ + \B\-\C\.

(3) Assume that A + d <£ A for some de D and fix such a d.

Define the sets

(4) A0 = {a0eA\a0 + d^A},

(5) £0 = {b0 e B | d + b0 $ £}.

Put p = \A0\ and <7 = |£0|. From (3) we have d^O, 0<£A0, 0 ^ £0, and

/?_1. Define the sets A', B' by

(6) A' = A U (A& + <*),   £' = £\£0,       if/> = ?;

(7) /I' = A\A0,    £' = £ u (d + £0),        y > p.

We call /4', £' the Kemperman d-transform of A, B respectively.

In what follows let ?.', p be defined as X, p with A', £' in place of

A, B respectively. Also, let C' = A'+B'.

Lemma 4.2.    Let A', £' be the Kemperman d-transform of A, B. Then

(a) A'+B'^A + B andOeA'riB'^A' + B',

(b) |/1'| + |5'| = |/4| + |£| with equality iffp=q,
(c) X'+p'^X+p and either X'<X or p <p, and

(d) k(A',B')^k(A,B).

Proof. For (a), we clearly have 0 e A'CïB' ^A'+B'. To show

A'+B'^A+B first assume that p^.q and consider (a0+d)+b' where

a„+deA0+d and b' e £'. Then (a0+d) + b' = a0 + (d+b), but d+b' e B

by definition of B0, so a0+d+b' e A+B. The proof for q>p is similar.

For (b), assume that p^q. Then \A'\ = \A\+p and \B'\ = \B\—q; hence

|/4'| + |£'| = |/4| + |£| + (/>-9)>|/4| + |£|. The proof for q>p is similar.

For (c), note that X+p=2\C\-\A\-\B\ and X'+p'=2\C'\-\A'\-\B'\,
but, by (a), |C'|<|C|; hence, by (b), X'+p'^+p. Ifp^q, then |/l'|>|/l|

hence, by (a), \C'\-\A'\<\C\-\A\ thus X'<X. The proof for q>p is

similar.

For (d), we have k(A, B) = \A\ + \B\-\C\ and k(A', B')=\A'\ + \B'\-
\C'\. So, by (a) and (b), k(A', £')=£(/,, B).

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Using the Kemperman J-transform, we now prove a lemma equivalent

to Theorem 4 in the case that G is a group.

Lemma 4.3. Let G be a group with finite nonempty subsets A and B.

Let c0 be a fixed element of A+B where c0=a0+b0, a0e A, and b0 e B.
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Then there exist finite subsets Ax, Bx, and a finite subgroup Hx of G such that

(a) AX + BX^A + B,

(b) a0 e Ax, b0 e Bx, and c0 e Ax+Bx,

(c) \Ax\ + \BxmA\ + \B\,
(d) AX + HX + BX = AX+BX,

(e) either Hx £ (Ax) or Hx £ (Bx), and

(f) \AX+BX\^\AX\ + \BX\-\HX\.

Hence, from (a), (c), and (f):

(8) \A+B\^\A\ + \B\-\HX\.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we may assume that c0=a0=

b„=0. Thus, Oe AnB and C=A+B^A Uß, therefore

(9) \C\^\A\ + \B\-\D\

where D = AnB. This implies that \D\^k(A,B). If k(A,B)^l, we are

done. So, we may further assume that \D\^k(A, i?) = 2.

Put X=\C\-\A\ and p = \C\-\B\. Clearly X^O and p^O. If X=0, then
A+B=A. The choice AX = A, BX=B, and HX = (B) clearly satisfies the

conditions in the lemma. Similarly, the lemma holds if ,a = 0. Further, if

A + D^A, then the choice AX = A, BX = B, and //1=(Z>) also satisfies the

conditions in the lemma where (f) follows from (9). Consequently, we

may assume that A+d^A for some de D. Fix such a d.

By induction on X and p, we can assume the lemma holds when A, B

is replaced by A', B' respectively such that for the corresponding integers

X'+p'^X+p and either A'<A or p <p. By means of the Kemperman

¿/-transform (Lemma 4.2), we now construct sets A', B' (the Kemperman

¿/-transform of A, B) such that

(1) A' + B'^A + B and Oe A'nB',

(2) M'|+|/r|^|/i| + |5|,
(3) k(A',B')^k(A,B)^2,
(4) |£>'|^2, and

(5) X''+ p'^X+p and either X'<X or p'<p.

Therefore, by induction this concludes the proof.

Note, Lemma 4.3 is the analogue of Lemma 2.1. Also, Lemma 4.3

implies that

(10) C =    U    (a + Hn,b + b)
aeA.beB

where for each ae A, b e B, Ha%h is a subgroup of G satisfying

00 \C\^\A\ + \B\-\Ha,h\.
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Now, if we could prove a lemma analogous to Lemma 2.0, then we

could find a "uniform" H (as in Lemma 2.2) such that

(12) A + H + B = A+B;

(13) \C\^\A\ + \B\-\H\.

So, on the basis of the above results and Theorem 1, we make the

Conjecture.    Let G be an arbitrary group and let A, B be finite non-

empty subsets of G. Then G contains a finite group H such that

(14) A + H + B = A+B;

(15) [A + B\ > \A + H] + \H + B\ - \H\-
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